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This, paper analyies the responses of 50 pr acticing
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This study asked p1actic' managers to identify the problematic

communiCatioitnations exp rienced by supervisors in their organi-

zations. Prior research h asked recent giac:uates_to identify com-

munication belfaviors based on how important those behaviors seemed

to be, not on whether tho e behaviors ptesented problems. The pre-

sent study was conducted within the framework of two widely discussed

management systems: Org> nizational Behavior Modifieation and Manage-

4 ment by Objectives. I
-,

ntif cation of problematic communication situ-
,

ations by managers in hese is'yacms suggests where time and resources
I -4- .

need to be placed in eechlcommunication education.
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Organizational,BAavior Modification and Management by Objectives:
. /

Implications for Change in Organizational CommuniCation Training .

.Increasingly over the past few years departments speech communi-

cation have been turning to career oriented ins ction. This shift

has been reflected in the literature in su articles as the one Vin-

cent DiSalvo, David Larson and Bill S- ler published in a recent issue

of Communication Education.' also reflected in the flood of.new

mateflals which has recentl become available for.adoplOpn in courses

in organizational comm icatio. This literary.activity has Been

generated, in large/measure, by the kind of inquiry which would allow

.researchers to Infer what kinds of instruction, and in what particular

skills, we should be,teaching to accommodate the career oriented stu-

dent.

A major-argument of the present essay is that the researchers

have been asking the wrong questions, based on the wrong assumptions,

- and have arrived at the wrong conclusions.

Typically, researchers have set up. categories which they believe

to be important, 'and then they ask responder's froM the business com-

munity to focus upon the importance of those categories. The questions

yield statements from the responders about the impprtanCe of the cate-

gories, which in turn lets the researcher infer what we ought b'e

,)(

teaching. We wish to argue that, while the questions are interesting,
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they,arenot e ugh. They certainly don't warrant-the suggeStions

about what w should be teaching that have begun to appear in our

journals. ,

The most recent e=ple'of this kind of research was the DiSalvo,

Larson and Seiler article just mentioned., They wanted to find out the

_communication skills needed by persons in business-organizations, so
11

they asked recent graduates from their university to rank order ten

(10) types of communication skills on the basis of importance. In

, order of importance as related to job success, theten skill areas

eported by DiSalvo ,and his colleagues were:

1. listening 6. routine information exchange

2. persuading 7.. small group leadership

3. advising 8. interviewing

4. instructing 9. 'giving ordersA

5. small group-problem 10. nublic speaking

solving

.
/A-researcher may ask, 4s Dialvo and his colleagues did--and as,

arlier, Jim Lohr
2

did- -that the responder to a questionnaire mention
, .

the importance of a=co munication skill. In addition, in asking the

question, a researcher may use language more 'typical of the

academy than typical of the business community. Indeed, this

procedure led DiSalvo, Larson and Seiler to find that "advis.ing"

is extremely important. But what does this finding me.n? "Advising"

might mean "giving directions" or it might be understood to

mean "persuadingi" Assuming we could know what the responder meant

when he or She agreed that "advising" was important, what could we
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conclude? Would it be viable to cqnclude that "advising" is also a problem area?

.

Mere importance is not sufficient grounds to warrant major decisions about the

way we train young people, for it does not tell us what those who are'being

trained have difficulty doing. It seems clear to us that researchers need to

_move beyond the current concern about mere importance. AEd it seems clear that

we need to try to discover bow the business community uses language to talk

about communication behaviorS and What it Considers to be troublesome. At, least,

we need to do these things if we wish to make meaningful guCsses "our the

training we ought to provide our career oriented students.
4

In an earlier research one of us triad to discover what words peop14 in the

business community actually used to talk about their communication problems.

To do this a pilot study w.A 'conducted in the Rockford, Illinois, area. A

questionnaire was developed which included both objective type and open-ended

questions designed to get language samples from respondents as they talked about

communication in their companies. 'Three of the questions, different only with

regard to the category of employee, read: "Suppose tIze Department of Speech

Communication would design a course especially for ye-ft employees who are at the

level. What are the three most. important speech communi-

cation skills theseemployees should get frok the course?".The categories were

"management," "supervisory," and "labor force."

Language patterns emerged from a wide variety of responses-to the open-ended

questions in this pilot study. In addition, the questions yielcfed'a clearer

picture of the communication problems experiendid by the respondents.
I

'ar

. ,

In the main study of that e her research responses were secured :from the

/
Chief Executive4Officers of 55 companies ranging in site from eight employees

to seven thousand employees. One set of questions in that research asked the
1

., -,
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respondent to rank.the five most troublesome communication situations from
- . .

Among eleven suggested poSsibilities and two blank spaces marked "other. These
.

-

rankings weTe.made three times--once for each of the. three Categories of

employee.

So Hanna's research was tsking not about "importance," buf about "trouble."

And It was asking in language which was familiar to.people in the business

community: The results were strikingly different from those reported earlier.

For example, based on ". importance" as his subjects responded, Lohr Concluded

that public speaking!skills should be more heavgy emphasized. DiSalvo, Larson
,

.
.

.

'and Seiler asked a more s title qugstion AbOut relative iMportance among)ten

skill-areasjOn relation job sutcess. "Public SpeakAng".moved from first

rank in Lohr's study to tenth in DiSalvo, Larson and Seller's study.--a finding,.

which seemso us more consistent with realities in the business cornitnity.

In line with DiSalvo, Larson and Seiler's ran:-.inzs, Hannajound that the

skill of("formal presentation "-- language used by people in the business community--. 0
ars

was ranked low. You can take this finding to mean that the instruction we are

giving in the relevant skills is adeqUate, or you can take it to mean that

.whatever the experiences are which yield skills in,public speaking, those

'exper'/ences are adequate. But you cannot conclude that we should

increase the' amount of time or energy or resources we presently spend

in,teaching public speaking skills.

Table I

-r

I
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Here t seems' useful to des.dribe what we mean by "weighted"-:and

"unwdighted" rankings. Ond.measure of the most troublesome-communication
a

. is to attach power to the ranking'assigned by a 'responder to a

item-. Another way is merely for count.the -frequency of mention

- regardless of how it'Was ranked by a responder. By assigning

power to a mention, an item ranked_"lst" by a regporider would

tkcular

of an item,

ranking -

get a Power

of five. An item marked "2nd" would get a power ofjour,and-so forth.

On 'the other hand, if any mention,gard,less of rank, received only a

power of one,' then simple count of mentions would-yield a priority list.

The second table presents unweintdd and weighted rankings of the /
troublesome _communication sitUations for managers in the Rockford studY.,

The figures show a general view "of the comet= cation problems in the bUs-

iness comunity as managers utderstood Aem. 'f we wish to le helpful

in providing skills to those who want cr need training in areas commonlyN.

problematic for managers, tHeh we need to focus upon those pfoblems,which,

are problematic for ravagers.

Table II

. The assumption that our students are management bound, of course,

maybe made only with relt-Ifve confidence.- For instghce,,ourstuderitsin

the required fundamentals of speech communication course represent all

five colleges in . our university. Not all of those peoKwill wish to

train in preparation for management positions. But nearly all of the

students in our business and industrial Courses plan to pursue careers in
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some management poSition or another, and others plan to work as super-

visors. SO we're assuming that a good many Of our students do plan to

enter the businesg and industriaLC,mmunity, are management bound, and

would like directly applicable instruction. It occurred toys thatidif-

ferences in management systems into whi,ch career borunestudents move might

Make important differences in how they need to be able to communicate.

We-decided to focus on two management systems, which we believe are

currently popular, and widely y-aisCussed in the literature--Management,

By.Objectives (MBO) and Organizational Behavior Modification (OBMod).

These two systems are dramatically different in the presumptions they

make about the people in the organizations. The presumption of OBMod

is Skinnerian. It suggests that learning occurs as a result of behavior

which is rewarded. So the OBMod manager looks,f!or behaviors in line with

ti

coMpany goals, rewards those behaviors, and theoretically, at least,

there -b;' increases the likelihood that they'll be repeated.. Yanagement

By ObjectiNes, On' the other hand, asks the individual to express. himself

or herself in terms of that person's personal goals. Together with the

employee, the ?BO manager'determines which. cats are compatible, agrees on

a sequence of events which will yield.the objectives; and a schedule of

periodic and final reviews of performance as performance relates to achieve-

ment of the objectives.

What we wished to find out is whether ornot there would be any

differences,, and what the differencea, if any,' would imply about the kind

S
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of training'we should -be providing management bound students; Could one
A A

or the other mIciagement System change the kinds of skills training we

should be. giving? We ass red that priorities might change some.

Wi'collected responses to s 5-page queitionnaire in which we asked

about this curiosity, anions other things. Fifty (54 managers. from

businesses ranging'in size fro74two employees to 17,000 employees answered

Our questions. There are two relevant ways to look at the data we collected

from them.

Again it is possible to,look at the gross responses in, terms of

. either weighted oar unweighted frequency of mention of the situations

.

which are most t;oublesome to respopderg. .Remember, "weighted" means

lowing a power of" five for a first ranking, four for a second ranking,

etc.', and "unweightee means simply coi.Inting one point for each mention,

regardless of ranking.

a

Table III

The .third table shows .the rank ordered listing of communication

skill areas, both unweighted and weighted, for all responders. regardless

of the managerial system used in their respective companies. Nhtice,that

the top five entries, in order of their priority, are essentially similar
.

to the earlier Hanna listing. Now notice that "formal liresentation" has

dropped from sixth to ninth or tenth place, We don't know why this shift

hai occurred,, but we believe it argues that we should not increase the

amount of energy,or effort we presently spend on teaching the skills of
ti

speaking.
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In addition we note ashift upward, from ninth position to seventh

'position, of the entry "private, 1-to-f conferenA." "Handling griev-

t,ances4s.made,a similar movement upward. We can't conclude that these

small shifts imply a need for us.to reevaluate our current curricular
, .

qkgrings.
,

, _

Finally,.We'd like to showlyou one more table. It shoiS how respomtes
1.

compare when the lists are broken out according to whether the responder

was in an'OBMbd system or an 'BO system. We show it to you because it.

seem; to us to implyfthat, if we could predict the kind of. agmapenial.

,
system a person Will enter we might be better able to tilor.histiaiing

,

-.in communication skills.

Table IV

Notice that "private, g1-to-1 4erence" vesiFto the top five
I t

ranks in Managdment.By 4bjective systems, while "hand4g grievancer;

moves into the top five ranks for OBrod systems. We suspeet.that,the.se

changes say more about -the managerial. systems than trey say about the kind

of communication skills training people might need to move into those

-systems. But,' 141hember, these lists are ranked according to how trauble-

some the situations seem,to 'angers alrehdy working in thebysinesd/
4

industrial community. We believe they know what they'te talking about.

Conclusions.. Baied pn the results of this study, with the qualifi-

cation that the findings may' not apply universally, we believe these things:

1.- that researchers have been asXing the wilmg questions of the.

wrong au nce--and coming.to the wrong conclusions about what

I

NIU
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we ought
to be teaching career-oriented ;students;

f
1

that, if we want to teach courses which are; geared toward career

oriented students, then,(we' should stress the, communication

ski14.s involired in motivating people, delegating authority,

listening, direction giving and group problem solving.

3. that, if we could predict 'what kind- of managerial-system our,

students are likely to enter, and ff we could know it to be -
...

)
.

either OBMod. or *BO, then we mi ght wish to include more focus

... le
.

on the skills involved in hindlinlhorieviences and private 1-tp-
1 ,

1 conferences. -.

r

that we should not, as some might argue,_itcrease the amount
1

of time ojenergy we presently devote to beaching the, skills of

Oublic speaking.

b.

f

'
.

10

1

7
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Comparison Between DiSalvo and Hanna Rankings

Hanfia Rankings
° 4

DiSalvo Rankings

a

1. ' Listening

2. Persuading

1. Advising -

4,..*Instructing

5.- Small Group.Problim Solving (

.

6. Routine Information Exchange

7. Small:Group Leadership

I
8. Interyiewing

-9. diVing-Orderi

10. 'Public Sleeking
4

f

rt-k

1'

1. Notivating People

2. Delegating Authority

3.. Listening

4. Group ProbleM Solving

5. Giving Directions

6. Formal PresentetfOns

7. Confirence Leadership

8. !fandling Grievances

9. Cs.ing'Grapevind/Private'-

onferences

tiation & Bargaining

I,

1 10.

40

4

0
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Table II 4.

.Most Troublesome Communication Sitdations for Managers

Unveighted Totals

1 Motivating Peoplf , . .. 4

2 Delegating Authority .

,

.

Listening ..3.

4. Group Problem Solving .

.
5, Giving Directions 4 0,0

46

\\ 41

33

6. Formal Presentation.. .

7.

8.

9.

Conference Leadership . .

Ifandling Grievances . . . : 14
8

Private (1-to-1) Conferences12
1411kr

Using the Grapevine . . 12

1Q. Negotiations I Bargaining . 9

***
11. Other 2

12. Other. 0

I

14

Weighted Totals

I. Motivating People .

12

r,

. . . 168

A 'Delegating Authority 139
j

3. Lisitning . .

.

.'109

4. Giving Directions 99

3.. Group Problem golving
L

. . . 92

6. Formal Priesentation . . . . 38

Using the-Grapevine . . . . 38

7. Conference Leadership .

8. 'Handling Grievances . . . 32

. . 33

9, Private (1-to-I) Conferences 31

14"6'VetO4ations & Bargaining . 21

11. °Other 10

12. Other . 0

(1.
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Most Troublesome Communication

Unweighted Totals

Table

Situations

44

III

for Managers: OBI:ad/MB° Study

Weighted Totals
e

176

N

. Motivating People

.

1. Motivating Peopie . . . ,..

2. Listening, 41 2. Listening. 144

, 3. Delegating Authority . . . 34 3. Delegating Authority,. . . 100

4, Group ProbleMSolving . . -33 4. ,Giving Directions
...

.
,

94

5. Giving Directions 31 5. Group PiOblem.Solving . . . 45

6. Handling GOevances . . . . 20 6. Handling Grievances . . . 42

7: Private, 1-to-1 Conference 17 7. Private, 1-to-1 Conference' 39

.8. Conference Leadership .o . . 6 8, ConferenCe Leadership . . . '15

9. Formal,.gresentation .6 9. NegottatigninditBargaining 14

10. Negotiation and Bargaining 5 10. Formal Presentation . . 9

11. Using the Grapevine-. . . 3 11. Using the Grapevine . . . 4 .

12. Other 1 12. Over 2

a

15

7



Most Troublesome

, (

Management by Objectives
.

C

14

Table IV ,r1

r

Communication,lby Management System

it

,

1.
.L

-

* , Organizational Behavior Modifications

1. Motivating People . 26 105,

2. Listening . . . 26 94

3. Delegating Authority 22 63 '"

4. Giving Directions .,. 18 56

-5. Private I-to-L Con,-

ference . . . . . . 13 32

6'. Group Problem, Solving 13 30

7. Handling Glevances . 10 18 v'

8. Conference Leadership 5 11

9. Negotiation & Bargain- 4

ing /

10,,

10. Forma Presentation . 2 4

11. Using the Grapevine . 2 2

12. Other 1 2

V

0

'Motivating People . t 16 71

2. Listening 15 50

3. Giving Directions . . 13 38 '

4. Delegating Authority .

5. Handling Grievances . . 10 24 it

6.

7.

Grp-,Lp Problem Solving , . a 15

Private 1-to-1 Conferences 4. 7

8. Formal Presentation . 4 5

9, Negotiation & Bargaining 1 4

10. Confel-ence Leadershp...,t 1 4

11. Using the Grapevine . . . .1 2'

12. 'Other 0 0


